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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

A Brief History of Alec ‘The
Hammer’ Hamer
by Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller~ Daily Bull Dictator Emeritus

Alexander Hamer goes by many names. He’s been
called Alec, Al, The Hammer, Capone, Hammerhead,
Monopoly Guy, Jet, and the tall guy in the purple
hoody, among others. He lives up to each of these
names just as Genghis Khan the Fricken’ Awesome and
Alexander the Greatest Man of All Time lived up to
theirs, but in his own special way.
The Hammer is especially fitting for a man of such high
stature. He earned his title through countless historical
moments at both the Daily Bull and WMTU, where he
was not only a member for many years but the chief
money handler for both organizations. Who can forget
the time that Alec introduced the Bull to the fascinating
world of “goat fucking” or inspired WMTU to paint their
office walls a stunning shade of lavender? His influence
on Michigan Tech will be felt for generations.

Hell Found On Campus
by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Great Leader

...like working at a grocery!

Repost IRL

Late Monday night, the Memorial Union Board reported
that Public Safety was called to the MUB in response to
an event that unfolded in the Student Organization Office earlier in the night. A representative from the MUB
gave The Bull the following statement:
“Late Monday night, there was an incident involving a
student entering the Student Org offices after getting
lost while walking through the MUB. It was reported
by a custodian for the building that the individual was
noted running out of the MUB screaming after taking no
more than a few steps into the offices. Michigan Tech is
looking into a solution to the current situation.”

In his off time, Alec listened to dope jamz on loud
speakers, studied some business, and planned out his
next epic outdoor excursion. Once, and I kid you not,
he spent months on the high seas of some Canadian
river traveling practically to the Arctic circle. Clearly he
is a man to be reckoned with, which is why I employed
his talents on an extreme winter camping trip we went

The Bull also caught up with the student in order to
find out what exactly scared the student so thoroughly.
“I was exploring campus like most student do when
they’re bored and eventually I reached the doorway
for room 106 in the MUB,“ He stated. “It read “Student Organization Offices” so I figured it would be a
nice place to go into; little did I know I would have
nightmares about it the night following. It was like being transported into an office building with rows of
desks and cubicles, completely void of all individuals
sans someone obsessively printing what looked like the
Daily Bull from a sea of boxes surrounding them.” He
then proceeded to sweat and shake, “I’m not exactly
sure what happened from there, but suddenly all of the
lights turned off and the offices looked exactly what I
thought Hell would look like. I knew at that point that
I had to leave as soon as possible before Satan rose
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Alec hammered home many memorable quotes during his tenure at both of our organizations and will be
sorely missed. I can’t tell you how many Steaming Piles
were saved by his seemingly inane yet brilliant words.
When he wasn’t laughing uncontrollably with friends,
he was spouting off some of the funniest inappropriate
comments I’ve ever heard at just the right time. Not just
anyone can fill that void, and I fear that both WMTU and
the Bull will struggle to keep spirits high in his absence.
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Daydreaming (verb) - Realizing you have
been staring at someone for the past 10
minutes.

“Hope, your mommy’s not here because
the governor had her barbecued.” Ah, it
is close. There’s pros and cons.
--Jimmy Chance (Raising Hope)

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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on in January. Even with wind chills approaching -30°F, The Hammer stood
strong and managed to build a fire bare-handed to boost our sagging morale. Champion stuff right there.
It’s always sad to lose someone as great as Alec. He’s still alive and all, but
his calling is to another place away from here. Minnesota? Colorado? These
states better be prepared to handle one of the coolest fellows I’ve met since
arriving in the Keweenaw many years ago. I have nothing but mad respect
to give to him on his journey away from here. I hope that if our paths should
ever meet again, I won’t screw up whatever sweet white-guy handshake/fist
bump/man hug he throws down for the occasion.
In the words of Alec ‘The Hammer’ Hamer, “Coitus.”

Holocaust Victims Catch New Disease:
Bieber Fever

from Mel on front

from the depths of The 106.”
The Memorial Union Board had this to say about the event, “We are well
aware that Satan does indeed live in the desks and cubbies of the abandoned offices in MUB 106; it’s been a problem ever since we put the desks
in the office. The Board is looking into renovating the office and making it a
Satan-free place where organizations, and students, can go to do work, hold
meetings, and most importantly feel as if they weren’t in a business office
with some boss watching over them at all time.”

Editor’s note: The Memorial Union Board is actually working on renovating
the 106 offices in order make them more accessible to organizations and to
make them a better place to work and hold meetings! Additionally they are
welcoming Greek Life into the 106 offices thanks to Student Activities!

by Steve ‘The Steve’ Smith ~ Daily Bull

On his most recent stop in Amsterdam on the European leg of his Believe
tour, Jbiebs has made a stop at the world famous Anne Frank House, where
Ms. Frank hid from the German Gestapo during the Holocaust. It is a somber
place where we remember a terrible tragedy and the ones who struggled
through it.
So naturally, Mr. Bieber found a way to make the situation about his own fame
instead of the reverence to a victim to a tragedy that nearly wiped out her
entire race. He left his mark in the visitor book of the museum.
“Truly inspiring to be able to come here. Anne was a great girl. Hopefully she
would have been a Belieber.”
Lil’ J went on to say that he hoped all of the victims of the Holocaust could
have been Beliebers.
“I feel like my message of love would really have resonated with the old
school Jews, you know? Like, they could have sang ‘As Long As You Love
Me’ and they would have been totally inspired to survive live and love again.”
This insightful and provocative idea holds true for many more than just our
dear author. For instance, if Anne Frank would have been a Belieber, then
who is to say that good ol’ Adolf wouldn’t have followed suit? Belieber are
characterized by their happiness and compassion for all people (except
Drake Bell [that scum]). There is no way that any Belieber in history could have
led a total war effort to take over the Earth and eventually the universe. Ipso
facto, Justin Bieber would have prevented WWII.
And who is to say that Justin’s talents couldn’t have prevented all kinds of
tragedies throughout history? Michael Jackson would have Beliebed in him
too. He would have Beliebed in him SO HARD. So hard in fact that he would
have skyrocketed out of his depression on a sparkly rainbow right next to the
young pop star onstage. Together the two could have changed the game
of music completely by forming a supergroup called Juh-Michael Beibson.

But as always, haters gonna hate. After making his bold (but accurate) claims
in the visitor book of the Anne Frank House, millions of tweeters sipped the
Haterade and tweeted such scalding remarks as, “OMG Bieber go home,
Anne Frank would have hated you just like I do,” or “Anne Frank would not
have been a Belieber, but she definitely would have been a Hulkamaniac.”
Justin Bieber will forever be an icon of a culture and love in a time of uncertainty and distress. We at The Bull are currently working on a time machine so
we can send him back and stop WWII, the War of 1812, and the Black Plague.
Donations to the effort are greatly appreciated.

Come on, Biebs. Get your shit
together. This is not a first for you.
I mean, really.
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